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Hedge Fund Manager Dick Arbitrage Jr.

“Evil From The Outset?” ~ Synopsis
In the beginning he was abandoned by his father Dick Arbitrage Jr., set adrift in a basket like the baby Moses
of biblical lore, and later taken in by senior fellows of a prominent neoconservative think tank. What kind of
upbringing was this to be for the young lad? Many who knew Edmund Emil Harbinger from his younger days
saw a confused boy, surrounded by money, opulence and privilege, yet subject to extremely doctrinaire caregivers and daily readings from Ayn Rand’s “Atlas Shrugged.” This documentary carefully examines the formative
stuff that various third-person testimonials identify as key ingredients in the making of a monster.
Edmund Harbinger fatally shot both of his neoconservative care-givers with a certain nonchalance, later telling
police that he wanted to know what it felt like “to make a killing.” These tragic events led to his interment in the
St. Affluenza Psychiatric Hospital for the elite insane. There the 15 year old Harbinger ingratiated himself to the
psychiatric staff who dealt with all manner of “market-driven mental maladies.” He became a trusted assistant,
and after a mere five years in the hospital Harbinger, now six feet nine inches tall and close to three hundred
pounds, was released.
Subsequently a string of C.E.O.s and hedge fund managers were brutally slain, culminating with the murder of
Harbinger’s birth father Dick Arbitrage Jr. Thankfully for all concerned Dick’s badly murdered head was swiftly
placed into cryonic freeze, in hopes that one day he may be revived and his hedge fund managing resumed. This
documentary poses the classic nature versus nurture question: was Harbinger the product of his upbringing
within the secret confines of the neoconservative “American Heritage Institute?” Or indeed, was this serial killer,
dubbed by the media “the C.E.O. Butcher,” simply “Evil From The Outset?”
Opinions are divided. Robert T. Morrow, the intrepid reporter from the “Sagaponack Sentinel” who worked the
case, is convinced that Harbinger “would have given anything to be a normal person.” Likewise Dr. Lawrence
McPhail, a Psychiatrist from St. Affluenza who befriended the young Harbinger, stated that there was “no part of
him that was happy with what he wound up doing.” Contrary to this Detectives Dickerson and Stroker described
Harbinger as a “sociopathic asshole” and a “loser shit head.” Finally, after all is said and done, it is up to the
judgment of our “true-crime” documentary audience to decide if Harbinger was indeed “evil from the outset!”

Edmund Harbinger caught in the act of stalking a C.E.O.

“Evil From The Outset?” Production Notes
“None of this is real, you know that, right?! Here’s the thing: this is all just a jumbo-sized crank
call, an epic goof, remembering that all participating luminaries are selected almost randomly
from a vast procession of digital waves, plucked from the internet like an apple from a tree,
entering into composition with little more than consumer grade software, all from the comfort
of my living room.”
					
– Inaudible section from the taped confession of the Harbinger.
The entire “Evil From The Outset?” project was constructed without a single location shoot. Conceived of as an
audio, video and pictorial collage, all 16 performances were shot in front of a green screen, with corresponding
environments cobbled together from various jpeg images of offices, living rooms and back yards. Carrying
forward the central conceit of “True Crime” documentaries, the video alternates between talking-head
testimonials, passages of stock footage, and stills that are panned over. Every one of these elements are digitally
manipulated, at times inserting foreign imagery into stock footage, and throughout laying a new text into a
preexisting text. For example, every appearance of Dick Arbitrage Jr. superimposes a new face on top of Michael
Douglas’ famous anti-hero “Gordon Gekko.” While the images retain a modicum of their “Wall Street” popcultural significance, they are also re-cast as a more sinister if not completely absurd iteration.
In part “Evil From The Outset?” satirizes the prolific cottage industry of serial killer documentaries. In
particular the video is a simulacrum (or deviation) of one such documentary entitled “Born To Kill?” (Season
2 Episode 7) However, the story also serves as a Frankenstein fable for the one percent, remembering that the
most frightening monsters are the ones that we construct for and of ourselves. Harbinger is the embodiment
of anxieties that emanate from conspicuous consumption, an unbalanced state of affairs that is maintained by
doctrinaire systems of belief coupled with undemocratic methodologies.

Cast and Crew

Standing Left and Standing Right
Peter Stinson as Detective Jeffery Dickerson: the cop who unwittingly sent the suspicious Harbinger into Panic.
W.L. Altman as Detective Jim Stoker: a seasoned police veteran who is haunted by Harbinger’s murder spree.
Front Row Left to Right
Jean-Philippe Deneault as Dr. Joel Dumas: A Psychiatrist who treated Harbinger but feels more for his forgotten victims.
Ashton Francis as Robert T. Morrow: The intrepid reporter for the Sagaponack Sentinel who broke the story.
Terry Billings as Dr. Tina Sumners: A serial killer specialist who appears in many serial killer documentaries.
Tod Emel as Col Russell Mussard: An FBI criminal profiler who recognizes a serial killer’s lack of empathy.
Middle Row Left to Right
Callen Diederichs as Jake Cruiser: A Securities Exchange Commission officer who thought of Harbinger as a nice guy.
Cory Schewaga as Herman Builderback: A defense investigator who interviewed Harbinger for more than 300 hours.
John Morgan as Dr. Lawrence McPhail: The St. Affluenza Psychiatrist who befriended Harbinger and kept in touch.
Stephanie Norris as Dr. Carley Chiappeh: A graduate Psychology student at the time, she had a close call with the killer.
Dallas Kruszelnicki as Dr. Louie Singer: Also a serial killer specialist who appears in many serial killer documentaries.
Back Row Left to Right
Adeel Salman as Prof. David Meddlesomm: Understands that Harbinger wanted to be at the heart of the story.
Steven Espey as John J. Jameson: Harbinger’s defense attorney who never saw pangs of guilt cross his client’s face.
Helen Pridmore as Beverley Richmond: Saw the poor upbringing Harbinger had at the American Heritage Institute.
Stacey Muller as Benjamin Buttaan: A childhood friend of Harbinger who remembers the time he tried to run away.
Narrated by Danny Bradbury
Featuring: Devin McAdam as Edmund Emil Harbinger and David G. LaRiviere as Dick Arbitrage Jr.
3D Animated Sequences by Jean-Sebastien Gauthier and Chris LaRiviere
Final Sound Mix by Reilly Forbes at PAVED Arts, Saskatoon, SK.
Colour grading by Devin McAdam at PAVED Arts.

Shooting Assistance (Green Screen, PAVED Arts, Saskatoon) Reilly Forbes, Devin McAdam and Adeel Salman.
(B-Roll, Trinity Square Video, Toronto) Dustin Wilson.
Music by David G. LaRiviere, mixed in part with midi files of compositions by:
Béla Bartók, No. 91, Chromatic Invention; Luigi Cherubini, Requiem in C minor; Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Requiem
Mass in D minor; Frédéric Chopin, Nocturnes; Christopher Franke, Requiem; Beastie Boys, Sabotage; Pink Floyd,
Comfortably Numb.
Single use licenses were purchased for Stock Footage clips at VideoHive: http://videohive.net/
Audio clips and foley were downloaded from https://www.freesound.org. Attributation was noted in the end credits.
Disclaimer
All images of CEOs and Hedge Fund Managers were acquired from internet searches and are used for the purposes of
artistic, critical and satirical social commentary. No CEOs or Hedge Fund Managers were harmed in the course of this
project. “Evil From The Outset?” is a direct satire of the “True Crime” documentary series “Born To Kill?” Season 2,
Episode 7.
Copyright Creative Commons License
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. To
view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/.
This video received production support from PAVED Arts and Trinity Square Video. “Evil From The Outset?” was made
with support from the Saskatchewan Arts Board, Media Arts section of Independent Artist grant program.

Dick Arbitrage Jr.
David LaRiviere’s face on the head of
Michael Douglas as Gordon Gekko

Written, Edited and Directed by David G. LaRiviere
“Evil From The Outset?” is my first feature length video project, although admittedly its 60 minute duration
is not considered a feature by some standards. Having said this the project comes from an unusual trajectory,
in that the strategies deployed (pop cultural appropriation, absurdist humor, political mischief, copyleft ethos,
digitally manipulated images, etc.) were mostly developed in the context of gallery oriented video installation
work. Following suit, this video project may involve media elements that may comprise an “expanded”
presentation. Various stills that were developed for the video, which only have a screen time of seconds, will
be developed as physical objects, constituting ephemera that surround the events of the story world. The most
involved project that is extra to the video proper is a 3-d model of Dick Arbitrage Jr.’s “badly murdered head”
contained in a cryonic freeze chamber with a convenient window. People will be invited to spin the head (with
either with a touch screen or a Leap motion detector) and after the head returns to a resting state it will emit a
small nugget of financial advice. As such the project may be seen as a single channel work in the context of film
and video festivals, or as a gallery exhibition.
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